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JIC PAPER ON SOVIET UNION CONCERNABOUT A SURPRISENATO ATTACK

I have been interested to see the drafts of JIC($4)(N)45 j
which have, in the course of their preparation widened the issue
from reactions to Able Archer to Soviet Union concern about a
surprise NATO attack.

2 As this change of emphasis indicates there are two policy
issues for consideration, both deriving from the evidence which
is quoted and evaluated . The first of these, the issue of per-
ceived Soviet reactions and concerns about Western intentions,
is clearly extremely important: the inference to be drawn from
the evidence will need, evidently, careful consideration .

3 . The other issue, that of the implications for NATO exercises,
is also extremely important and had I been commenting on that
aspect in relation~to the previous draft I would have expressed
some scepticism of the need to curtail exercise activity'on the
basic of

	

To continue on that point!
I do see some merit in discussing with Allies the possibility
that NATO should inform the Soviet Union on a routine basis of
proposed NATO exercise activity involving nuclear play, as a
useful confidence building measure .

4 . Reverting to the point which is now primarily addressed in
the ntw JIC paper, for the reasons I have brief set out it
does seem to me terribly important

hou
is fair to say that paragraph 10 - the cone u on o the paper -
is quite mild and balanced in tone ,

How should one evaluate overall the military evidence
o support the view that there are signs of heightened concern
in the Soviet Union about the West's nuclear strike intentions?
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5 . Having said all this I do certainly very much agree with
the last sentence of the paper .

6 . Since I knew you were shortly to have your briefing for
tomorrow's JIC I have taken the liberty of minuting you direct,
TJS(P) not at this moment being available .
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